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Introduction
This document outlines the key functionality and enhancements that have been added to
Sharperlight 4.0. This October 2016 release has an internal number of 4.0.18 for the common
32/64 bit build and 4.0.19 for the restricted 32 bit build. The 4.0.19 build would only be
installed where the hosted Datamodels must use a 32 bit operating mode, eg to use the SAP DI
API 32 bit Writeback libraries in the SAP Business One Datamodel.
Many of the features added to Sharperlight are due to feedback and suggestions from
software partners and customers. We welcome their real world experience and the resulting
ideas; we encourage our users to document their suggestions and email them to
support@sharperlight.com. These ideas get compiled into a wish list, they are assessed on
their merits and evaluated for inclusion into future releases.

1.1

Highlights
This release rounds out the Sharperlight suite with its own Scheduler for automating the
extraction and dispersal of published reports and Excel workbooks at a scheduled time or on
an active event. It also simplifies the task of rapid application development with a Foundry
that can create projects that transform into database tables, a Datamodel and a web
interaction layer.
Early adopters of the Foundry used it to transition from solutions built solely around Microsoft
Excel and their familiarity with worksheet data entry was a catalyst for the addition of Active
Data Entry (ADE) to the Sharperlight Excel Add-in. ADE is a floating entry form that uses
Writeback templates to define the lookups, validation and cell movement around a
worksheet.

1.2

Release History
The Sharperlight development team uses a continuous build process where minor builds are
made available to consultants, software partners and early adopters, to alpha test and provide
feedback. Major releases are provided on an annual basis with release notes.
Major Build Numbers

Release Date

2.6.0

February 2012

2.7.4

September 2012

2.8.22

March 2013

2.9.7

October 2013, SAP Business One 32 bit only

2.9.8

October 2013

2.10.3

May 2014

2.10.4

May 2014, SAP Business One 32 bit only

3.0.5

November 2014

3.0.6

November 2014, SAP Business One 32 bit only

3.1.19

October 2015

3.1.20

October 2015, SAP Business One 32 bit only

4.0.18

October 2016

4.0.19

October 2016, SAP Business One 32 bit only
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Each major release has several key pieces of new functionality that are the cornerstone of the
release. The table below is a list of these key features.
Major Releases

Key Functionality

2.6

Multilingual, Query Union

2.7

Instance Management, HTML Charts

2.8

Dashboards, Excel Ribbon

2.9

Materialised Query, Favourites

2.10

Application Licensing, Page Designer

3.0

Report Rows, Web Licensing

3.1

System Data Sources, Excel Splits, Excel Sheet Formula

4.0

Scheduler, Foundry, Active Data Entry

2

Key Functionality

2.1

Foundry
There are a vast number of in-house developed Microsoft Excel and Access applications for
storing and reporting operational data. These silos of information are common because they
are easily develop by end-users, without the need for IT skills. The challenge going forward is
the lack of visibility, on who is using these solutions and how they poorly handle data volumes
and multi-user access.
This dilemma has been faced by many Sharperlight customers and they have remediated the
situation by developing Custom Datamodels with web data entry and reporting. This approach
allows for greater control and data security whilst still allowing the flexibility of ad-hoc query
in Microsoft Excel and bulk upload using Writeback.
Unfortunately, the skills required to create a Custom Database and a fully featured
Datamodel; are leaning more towards the IT department and external consultants and out of
the hands of the end-users. Sharperlight needed a new tool to simplify this type of
deployment and empower end-users. The Foundry is a new datamodelling tool that spans the
knowledge gap between creating the database, bulk loading the existing data, formulating a
datamodel and deploying a suite of web reports and entry forms.
The term Rapid Applicaton Development (RAD) is a good way of describing how the Foundry
works and what it can deliver. From a single interface the users can describe what they want
to do by defining tables, fields and relationships, and the Foundry project can be deployed as
one package. The resulting environment can be reviewed and revised in the Foundry, with
each subsequent deployment wiping and replacing the previous iteration. This allows for
rapid prototyping and an incremental development process.
The Foundry application has six configuration tabs and the Foundry project files can be saved
and reused. The Product tab has the foundation settings for Product Code and Description,
destination database, branding and runtime options. For this first release of the Foundry, it is
designed to work with Microsoft SQL Server databases but depending on customer interest, it
may be extended to handle other database platforms.
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Foundry

The Tables tab is the starting point for defining the data structures in a Foundry project. If the
solution is going to be a rework of an existing data set, like Excel, Access or a SQL database.
The Query Builder can be used to source the data and define the fields in each table. With a
query based design, the Foundry can extract the records from queries and then load the tables
during the project deployment. Without a query the Tables are defined and then the Fields
have to be created.
The default naming convention for Foundry tables is to prefix them with the Product Code.
This prefixing can be disabled using an option on the Product tab but it is a useful convention
to avoid conflicts with tables that might already exist in the destination database. The Tables
tab also has fields for categorising the table type (used to prioritise the data load order) and
the display folder name.
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Foundry Tables

The Fields tab contains all the definition settings for each field in a table and the relationship
of fields with other tables in the project. By default the Foundry will apply an identity model
where all tables and join fields are uniquely identified with a sequential row number. This
change is made in the database and then masked in the Datamodel, so table relationships can
be matched using the logical field names and they are then abstracted into using identity
numbers. The use of an identity model improves query performance and it simplifies row
editing but the identity option can be disabled if required.
Their are a lot of settings available for each field and they are grouped into the field
definition, how it should be validated and filtered, and how the field relates to other tables.
The Data Type, Length, Field Code, Description and Visibility are mandatory but all the other
settings are optional.
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Foundry Fields

The Foundry project can be checked for internal inconsistencies using the Validate button.
Validation messages are written to the Logging tab. The Execute button will deploy the project
and it will update the Logging with a deployment summary, including data loads and restarting
the Sharperlight Service.
When a project is deployed it will drop the tables specified in the Table tab and then recreate
them based on the current settings. This behaviour is targeted to just the tables in the project
and it will not affect other tables that might already exist in the destination database. If data
has been added to the existing project tables and the user wants to retain this information,
then they should extract these records into an Excel workbook and then use Writeback to
refreshed tables . If the tables are based on a query, then the deployment will also have a
data load step where the queries are run and the query rows are imported into the related
tables.
Towards the end of the deployment process, a suite of published queries are generated and
imported into Publisher. These queries consist of web entry and enquiry forms for each table
in the deployment and a Homepage to easily access this web content. The Homepage will
have drop down menus that match the table folders and each inquiry form has an edit icon to
modify the row. This web interface can be further extend with additional published reports
and the Sharperlight Excel Add-in can just as easily be using for ad-hoc reporting and bulk
upload using Writeback.
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Foundry Project Homepage

From the perspective of the author of a Foundry project, they can review there deployed
project in Sharperlight and they can refine their settings and then redeploy the project. When
they are satisfied with the fit for purpose they can install the generated package on their
Sharperlight server and start using the solution. In this first release of the Foundry, the
projects should be treated as discrete applications that cannot be easily re-factored in the
Foundry. Depending on how customers and software partners utilise the Foundry there may
be future enhancements to allow Foundry projects to be extensible.

2.2

Scheduler
In the Sharperlight ecosystem, scheduling can include refreshing query caches, re-loading
materialised queries, exporting and emailing published queries. All these tasks can be
achieved from the command line using the md.application executable with switches and
parameters. Unfortunately, the combination of command line syntax and scheduling, is often
too complex for the average user. To make automation and scheduling more accessible to the
wider audience, this release has a Scheduler for graphically defining tasks and actions, and
triggering when they will be executed.
The Scheduler is installed and accessed just like any of the other Sharperlight desktop
application but tasks can only be executed on installations that have five or more full licenses.
This threshold is in place to allow concurrent tasks whilst not degrading the access for other
users. Customers with less than five full users can still create and model scheduled tasks but
they cannot execute them.
The main window for Scheduler is a list view of scheduled tasks. There is a right hand mouse
click menu on the list and many of the menu items have a similar function to the list menu in
Publisher. The menu also has options to manually execute a task and tasks can be added as
desktop shortcuts.
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Scheduler

In the Scheduled Task window there a four tabs, General settings, Actions, Triggers for date
time and event based execution, and a History audit log. On the General tab there is a default
location of the scheduled task. All tasks start out with the local computer name but they can
be nominated to run on the Sharperlight application server.

Scheduled Task

Elevating a task to run on the server will work for most actions but it is recommended that the
refreshing of Excel workbooks and Word documents is only attempted on client computers
where a user is logged in. Installed Microsoft Office on application servers is frowned on by IT
departments and configuring Excel to operate without a user login can be difficult. It is
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recommended that the scheduling of Excel workbooks should be done on a separate virtual
desktop machine and a remote desktop can then be used to schedule tasks. This way it can be
left running 24/7 and a user session can be left open but disconnected.
Each scheduled task can have a recipe of actions which include Publisher Cache, Publisher
Save As, Excel Save As, Materialised Query Table, Email, Wait, File and Folder functions.
Queries can be used to retrieve and set runtime parameters and expressions can be used to
manipulate these values. Actions can be disabled for development and testing, and they are
resolved in descending order.

Scheduled Task - Actions

Triggers are an optional setting which will schedule the task to be run on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis. Each trigger is seamlessly maintained as a Windows Task Scheduler event.
There is no need to access the Task Scheduler to complete a scheduled task but if a user did,
they would see a Sharperlight folder in the library and the task action would refer back to a
unique code in Scheduler.
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Scheduled Task - Triggers

2.3

Active Data Entry
The Sharperlight Writeback interface in Microsoft Excel has proved to be a simple and
versatile bulk validation and data load tool. The Writeback templates can be saved in the
workbook and they can be easily updated to reflect changes in the worksheet column and row
layout. These definition templates now form the basis of a new data entry interface that can
pop-up valid codes and automate the flow of manual input. Called Active Data Entry (ADE), it
consists of a context sensitive entry window and it uses the input ranges defined in a
Writeback template to navigate around the worksheet.
Active Date Entry uses the cell referencing and the field order in the Writeback template but it
adds its own layer of settings to enhance the flow of data entry. There are settings to skip
columns (in cases where formulas are used to calculate the input values) and the default
lookup can be disabled for direct input. The common practice of taking workbooks out of the
office and disconnected from the Sharperlight Service was considered and thus, lookup lists
are cached locally in the workbook and ADE will continue to work even if the Sharperlight XL
Add-in is not logged in.
To further enhance the ADE experience, there is a navigation bar with movement buttons
which can be used instead of the keyboard movement arrows. This has proved to be
particularly popular with Windows Tablets that are relying on a virtual keyboard.
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Active Data Entry

To illustrate how Active Data Entry could be used, in the image above there are four sections
which are mapped to their own Writeback templates. From a macro button the ADE window
can be opened, it will focus the input on the Service Report No and on entry it will jump to the
Customer Code, then onto the Date and then to the Order No; moving through all the fields
defined in the top section. The movement end button >| on the navigation bar can then be
used to jump to the next Writeback template, to continue the entry process. As each input
field is entered it is validated, and it uses the data rules and validation lists available in the
Datamodel. On completion of the form, all the sections can then be loaded together from a
Group Writeback macro button.

3

Enhancements
Enhancements to Sharperlight are often the result of customer and partner feedback. We
appreciate this input into the development cycle and we add our own ideas from direct
consulting experience and carry forward refinements that could not be finished in time for the
last release.

3.1

User Login
Sharperlight authenticates user access to its desktop client and web interface using Windows
Authentication (single sign-on) or a native user name and password maintained in Site Setup.

3.1.1

Remember Login Details
The Sharperlight desktop client and web interface both have a Remember Me tick box on
there User Login. However, they behave differently because the desktop client just
remembers the user name whilst the web client remembers both the user name and
password. With this release, the desktop client has been updated to store the user name and
password if the Remember Me tick box is enabled. These details are encrypted and stored on
the local computer, specific to the user and computer name. There is a Windows registry
setting to disable the retention of passwords and to set the frequency the password must be
re-entered.
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Disable Invalid Remote Connections
Previously when the Sharperlight desktop client connected to two or more remote
connections, it would verify the users rights for all connections and if the user did not exist in
any of the connections it will throw a message about the mismatch. With this release the login
behaviour for remote connections has changed and connections without a matching user
account will be automatically disabled without returning a message.

3.2

Excel Add-in
The Sharperlight XL Add-in provides direct integration into Microsoft Excel where it creates
intelligent formulas that refresh queries from Datamodel data sources.

3.2.1

Send Email
With the popularity of using Split Sheet Formulas to generate business documents, their has
been significant interest in methods to distribute worksheet content by email. One of the
common requests has been a simple interactive email client within Excel, the new Send Email
function addresses this request. Send Email consists of an mdEmail() formula and a Send Email
custom task pane. The Email formula has five arguments which consist of a True/False Enable
switch, the email address, CC address, subject line and a worksheet range for the email body.
As a formula the Email function can accept cell references and other Excel formulas can be
used to control the flow and behaviour of the email distribution.

Send Email Formula

The Send Email task pane lists all the enabled emails in the current workbook and the enduser can then select the emails they want to send. The emails are sent using the global email
settings and there is a sent log at the bottom of the task pane. The message cell range in the
mdEmail() formula is converted to HTML and it is copied into the body of the email.
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Send Email

3.2.2

Delayed Formulas
There are situations in Excel where the normal automatic recalculation will waste time. For
example, refreshing formulas that return a static value or repeatedly refreshing the same
formulas as multiple filters are changed. The alternative has been to switch to manual
recalculation but then the user has to force each recalculation and remember to switch back to
automatic.
Rather than switching the recalculation mode in Excel, this release introduces the concept of
delaying the recalculation of Sharperlight formulas. The delayed formulas mirror the existing
mdValue, mdTable and mdSheet formulas but they are differentiated by the letters DL
appended to the end of the existing formula names, eg mdValueDL(), mdTableDL() and
mdSheetDL(). Delayed formulas bypass the native recalculation logic in Excel and will only
refresh if they are forced by a Sharperlight Range, Worksheet or Workbook recalculate.

Delayed Valued Formula

Existing Sharperlight formulas can be converted to a delayed formula by editing the formula
and adding the DL letters. Alternatively, there is a conversion tool available on the right hand
mouse click sheet menu and from the Other menu on the ribbon. Delayed formulas exhibit all
the same functionality as the standard formulas and thus, they can be opened and edited in
the Query Builder and selected for Drilldown.
Converting a Sharperlight formula to the delayed version, means the formula will still refresh
with the Sharperlight recalculate. To lock the recalculation there is a mdLock() formula that is a
wrapper for the other Sharperlight formulas and it accepts a True/False argument to Enable
the locking.

Delayed Lock Formula
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Drill Through To Sheet
Drill Through To Sheet was a new piece of functionality, added in the last Sharperlight release
and it utilises an Excel Sheet Formula to open a Drill Through in another worksheet. From our
own experience and customer feedback, there were a few improvements that were need.
The naming convention for the drill sheets has been enhanced to strip out invalid characters in
the worksheet name and worksheets created from a Split on a Drill Through filter will now
include the split filter value in the name.
The drill sheet now creates a filter block in the top left hand corner of the worksheet and the
Sheet Formula references the filter values. The Drill Through report is extracted to the right
and below the filter block. This filter and report layout is visually easier to following and the
end-user can change the filter values and automatic recalculation will refresh the records.

3.2.4

Excel Splits with Copy Range and Level
Split formulas were introduced in the Sharperlight 3.1 release but there was two key elements
of split functionality that didn't make the release. With Sharperlight 4.0 the Split Row and Split
Column formulas now have the ability to copy a range of rows or columns and splits can be
bound to a level. These are advanced features that are not exposed in the Splitter wizard but
they can be added by editing the split formulas.
The Copy Range Reference is the ninth argument in a Split Row or Column formula, and it
orientates to accept a row range (5:9) and column range (D:F) in the respective formulas. Once
the reference has been added, the Split formula will copy the entire row or column range,
instead of just the row or column that has the Split formula. To illustrate, a Copy Range of D:F
in a Split Column formula could replicate the Actual (D), Budget (E) and Variance (F) for
multiple accounting periods.
The Level is the eleventh argument in a Split Row or Column formula. Levels start at zero
which is the default and they can be executed up to 2 levels. With Levels, up to three Split
formulas can be hosted on a row or column and each level will be extracted in sequence. For
example, a range of Accounts could be split (0) and each extracted Account row could then be
split (1) by Region and then each of these rows could then be split by Cost Centre (2).

3.2.5

Writeback Groups
The concept of executing a Writeback from a macro button in Excel has been available for
many years. This works fine for a single block of information but for forms with several
sections it can be tedious because it may require separate macro buttons for each section.
There is also the potential problem of data mismatches where all the sections need to exist
together to make a valid document but one of the Writebacks fails to load. In this case, it
might be more preferable to roll-back all the changes on the first error, even if multiple
Writebacks are involved.
To overcome many of the complexities of dealing with multiple Writeback forms in Excel
there is a new concept called Writeback Groups where multiple Writebacks can be specified
and named. A Writeback Group can then be run from an mdWriteBackGroup macro button,
using the same naming convention used with existing mdWriteBack buttons. When the group
is executed it will action each Writeback in sequence and it will log messages to the Audit Log
or the nominated logging cell reference. If any part of the Writeback Group fails during the
load process, the changes for the group are rolled back.
mdSetWritebackGroup("Groupname","Writeback name", "Writeback name")
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For this release, the Groups are specified using the formula above . Once the Writeback Group
formula has been added to a worksheet, the values are set in a custom sheet property and the
formula can then be safely removed. Depending on the interest in and the take-up of the
Writeback Group concept, a user interface for adding the group values may be added in the
future to the Sharperlight ribbon.

3.2.6

Table Export
Table Export from the Options menu in Excel is a utility for bulk loading query tables into a
workbook. The user can select a source datamodel, then the tables or folders within and the
selected query tables will then be extracted as delayed table formulas into separate
worksheets. Each sheet will have a Recalculate, Writeback and Writeback Edit macro button.

Table Export Worksheet

The idea is to export multiple query tables from a datamodel and prepare them for Writeback
is a direct result of how Foundry projects are prototyped. The process of creating tables,
entering test data and then iteratively changing the project means there was a need for a
simple mechanism for dumping and reloading test data. There is an Excel Workbook setting in
the Foundry that if enabled, will automatically call the Table Export utility during the project
execution and deployment process.

3.2.7

Ribbon Menus
In the last two years there has been significant development in the Sharperlight XL Add-in. As
a result, the ribbon has grown to include to many more tool icons. We recognise that some of
the new functionality is only used by a subset of end-users and thus, to minimise the visual
clutter of an icon laden ribbon, some of the utilities have been grouped into menus on the
ribbon. For example, the icon shortcuts to Detached Formulas and Solutions are now available
from the Other menu located between the Writeback and Login/Logout icons. Below the
Other menu there is a Buttons menu for creating macro buttons. On the right of the Login/
Logout icon there is a Preferences menu which introduces the concept for setting and storing
user settings

Sharperlight XL Ribbon
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Macro Buttons
The Sharperlight XL Add-in has always included a few macros to control functionality and
worksheet behaviour. This new release has many more macros and a selection of the more
useful ones can now be easily deployed as buttons on the sheet. The idea is to select a cell in
a worksheet and then select the required macro from the Buttons drop-down menu. The
macro button will then be created on top of the selected cell.
The format and label of the button can be modified by selecting the button whilst holding
down the Ctrl key and using the standard Excel right hand mouse click menu. The styling for all
buttons in a workbook can be standardised by outputting the Default Button and modifying it.
All subsequent buttons in the workbook will inherit the default style.

Buttons

The macro buttons are grouped into those that relate to Recalculate, Writeback, workbook
Navigation, worksheet Protection and the miscellaneous macros have been added to an Other
menu. The Writeback window has been extended to include a Buttons menu for deploying
validation, execution, entry and edit buttons that correspond to currently loaded Writeback
template.

Writeback Buttons

3.2.9

Functions Launcher
The Sharperlight Formulas in Excel fall into four broad categories. There are Query Formulas
that extract data into Excel, Delayed Formulas that postpone the data refresh and Action
Formulas that automate how worksheets behave. The fourth category consists of Helper
Formulas; these can return workbook and system information, some are used to set runtime
parameters and others interact with other components in the Sharperlight ecosystem.
The Query and Split Formulas have their own designer interface but all the others have to be
manually entered into a cell. To assist in the construction of these other formulas, a Functions
menu has been added to the Sharperlight ribbon. Selecting one of the menu items will fill the
current cell with the formula and the Excel Function window will be opened to assist with the
parameters.
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3.2.10 mdSheetLevel Formula
The Sheet Level formula is a simple function that returns the numeric level of a worksheet and
indicates if the sheet is a root parent, child or grandchild. Using a zero based scale, 0 is the root
parent and all parent worksheets return zero. A child worksheet of the root parent with Split
Row or Column Formulas will be a level 1. Split Sheet Formulas can have multiple levels and
the mdSheetLevel() function will return the relevant level from the parent worksheet.
The Sheet Level formula is useful in conditionally setting values in a split sheet hierarchy. For
example, using an IF() function like IF(mdSheetLevel()=0,TRUE,FALSE) can evaluation the
sheet level and this could then be referenced in a Suppress Row formulas to show all rows in
the parent worksheet but suppress zero rows in the child worksheets.

3.2.11 mdFilter Formula
The mdFilter() formula is a helper function that creates a single cell filter reference. The
formula accepts three arguments, the range which can be a cell or name range, a True/False
argument to show the filter values as a range and a default value if the range is blank. To
illustrate, if the range I6:K6 had the values 2410, 2680 and 2790 in each cell then the
mdFilter(I6:K6) would return <<2410,2680,2790 whilst mdFilter(I6:K6,TRUE) would return
<<2410..2680.

3.3

Query Builder
The Query Builder is the common interface for building and refining queries. Query templates
can be re-used in all the presentation layers and the same query interface is used throughout
the solution.

3.3.1

Is Null or Blank and Is Null or Zero Operators
To extend the filtering in the Query Builder, two new operators have been added for Is Null or
Blank () and Is Null or Zero. These operators can be typed into the filter from value as
<null_or_blank> and <null_or_zero>, or they can be selected from the Operators list in the
Filter Options.

Filter Operators
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Custom Defined Dataset Edit Grid
A Custom Defined Dataset is a special type of System table which can store its own dataset as
a filter in the query. It regularly gets used for menu layouts in Publisher but it can be used for
any type of reference list. The Define Dataset filter accepts a quote delimited and comma
separated text document with a header row which defines the column names and data types.
Editing a document with multiple columns and a rigid structure of commas and quotes can be
difficult. So to simplify the data maintenance there is now a Grid Edit alternative which will
display the same text document in a editable grid view.

3.3.3

Output Shortcut Keys
There have been a few shortcut keys available in the Query Builder. For example, using the
Delete key when a filter has focus will remove that filter and there are the combination keys
ALT+S, ALT+F and ALT+O to move focus to the Selection, Filter and Output pane. Customer
feedback has highlighted that configuring lots of the output fields can be tedious and thus,
shortcut keys have been added to the Output pane. The table below lists the new shortcut
keys and the action that will be taken on the selected output field.
Key

Description

Delete

Delete the field

Enter

Open the Options window

N

Open the Rename Output Name dialog

D

Open the Rename Output Description dialog

C

Clone the existing field

S

Open the Sorting & Grouping tab in the Options window

H

Hide the field

U

Unhide or unobscured the field

O

Obscure the field

I

Open the Information window

Arrow Up

Move the field up in the list of output fields

Arrow Down

Move the field down in the list of output fields
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Picklist Descriptions
Picklists are an alternative style of web filter where the filter values are listed in a dropdown
box rather than the normal lookup window. They have previously only displayed code values
but with this release, descriptions can be displayed alongside the codes. To show descriptions
in a Picklist, the lookup needs to be based on a Sub Query and the setting Show Description
needs to be enabled in the Filter Options.

Picklist Descriptions

3.4

Publisher
Publisher is the shared catalogue of published queries and a management interface for
configuring the rendering of queries to the web.

3.4.1

Chart Show Values
The Chart tab in Publisher has been extended to include a Show Values tick box for the Data
Axis. The default HTML5 chart rendering plots the data points but the value can only be seen
by hovering the cursor over the point. Enabling the Show Values setting will now show the
point value on the chart.

3.4.2

Published Query Restore
To simplify the recovery of modified published queries, the right hand mouse click menu in
the Publisher list view now has a Restore menu. From Restore the user can select any of the
last seven saved copies of the currently selected Published Query. The restore will over-write
the existing version with the selected saved version. Prior to this enhancement the end-user
had to maintain their own exports of published queries or rely on IT resources to recover the
Published Query from a SQL backup of the Sharperlight System database.

Published Query Restore
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Enhanced Menu Layouts
In the last release the concept of menu output types was added to Publisher whereby a query
structured with menus, sub-menus, items and URL links could be published as a web
navigation menu. This pattern has proved very versatile and the menu types have been
extended to include panels, sliders and a scroll view. To complement these menu layouts the
web service has been extended to include layout hints that can fix or automatically switch the
layout to a style more conducive to the form factor of the browser device. For example, the
parameter &layout=auto will switch a horizontal menu to a panel menu on a mobile phone.

Menu Horizontal vs Menu Panel

The layout settings can be added as URL Parameters (bottom left of the Report tab) in
Publisher or manually added to the query address in the web browser. The layout parameter
will accept auto, slide, mobile (panel) and default.

3.4.4

Enhanced Menu Wizard
To simplify the process of creating Homepage menus in the Web Channel, the Create Menu
menu item in Publisher has been extended to include the options to select published queries,
an entire Product or a Publisher Group.

Create Menu Wizard

3.5

Studio
The Studio is the advanced design interface for developing and maintaining Datamodels.
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Add Connection Template
When a new Datamodel is created in the Studio, one of the first steps in the creation process
is to add the Connection Templates that will be needed to access the target data source. Most
projects just have one connection type but there are Datamodels that need connectivity to
several different database platforms. Adding another Connection Template to an existing
project has been a manual process of updating a blank connection. With this release, any
Connection Template can be added to an existing Datamodel by using the new Add
Connection Template option, available from the Connection Templates right hand mouse click
menu.

3.5.2

LocalDB Connection Template
The Sharperlight System database relies on Microsoft SQL Server and this dependency has
meant that anyone who wants to use Sharperlight has needed to install SQL Server locally or
have access to a network instance. This requirement has never been a major issue because
Microsoft SQL Server Express is freely available but even the Express Edition is a sizable
download package and it can take a while to install.
With the release of SQL Server 2012, Microsoft introduced a new attached file database engine
called LocalDB. It offers the same T-SQL language as SQL Server Express with support for stored
procedures, triggers and views. Installing and deploying LocalDB is much simpler because
database files can be accessed directly without a SQL Server instance. The LocalDB installer is
less than 35 megabytes and it just needs .NET Framework 4 or higher. It is this simplicity and
minimal configuration that makes it useful when deploying demo, trial and training
Sharperlight environments.
The Studio now has a LocalDB Connection Template and this template has been added to the
Sharperlight System Datamodel. Now when Sharperlight is installed it copies an empty SQL
Server SharperLight data file and log file into the C:\ProgramData\SharperLight\MetaData
directory. These files can be used in situ or copied into another directory for use with the
System connection.

LocalDB Connection

The connection details for LocalDB consist of the Instance Name and the full path to the SQL
Server data file. The naming convention for the Instance Name differs between SQL Server
releases. With Microsoft SQL Server 2012 the default name is (LocalDB)\v11.0 whilst with SQL
Server 2014 the name can be (LocalDB)\v12.0 or (localdb)\mssqllocaldb.

System Connection
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SAP HANA Connection Template
The SAP Business One Datamodel has been hugely successful and it is a growing market with a
strong partner channel. The Datamodel was developed on the Microsoft SQL Server release of
SAP Business One but the popularity of SAP HANA has been the driving force behind adding
SAP HANA SQL syntax to the Sharperlight Query Engine. This work has now been completed
and the SAP Business One Datamodel has been extended to support both SQL Server and SAP
HANA. In the Studio their is an ADO.NET connection template to SAP HANA which is logical for
future development but the SAP Business One Datamodel does include a SAP HANA ODBC
connection for legacy support.

SAP HANA Connection
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